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Abstract

We study how data portability a¤ects consumer surplus and �rms� pro�ts in

a two-period model with a switching cost where two �rms compete under a non-

negative pricing constraint. The �rms can circumvent the constraint by tying an-

other complementary free service (called "freebies") with the original service. We

consider a general framework of incomplete pass-through of freebies into consumer

bene�t, which includes the two extreme cases of no pass-through and full pass-

through. Regarding the e¤ect on consumer surplus, data portability involves a

trade-o¤ between intensifying competition after consumer lock-in and reducing rent

dissipation before consumer lock-in. For an intermediate range of pass-through

rates, data portability increases both consumer surplus and pro�ts.
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1 Introduction

Data portability is an important pillar of the European regulatory intervention in the dig-

ital economy. Portability of personal data is mandated by the General Data Protection

Regulation (GDPR) (European Commission, 2016). The Data Act recently proposed by

the European Commission (2022a) further expands data portability to any data generated

by use of services regardless of whether the data is personal or not. The Digital Markets

Act (European Commission, 2022b) also mandates data portability on gatekeeper plat-

forms in order to foster competition. Therefore, it is very important to understand how

data portability a¤ects competition.

In this paper, we study how data portability a¤ects consumer surplus and �rms�

pro�ts in a two-period model in which two symmetric �rms compete, a consumer incurs a

switching cost in the second period if she wants to switch to a di¤erent service, and data

portability reduces the switching cost. In the second period, because of switching costs

each �rm i obtains a higher pro�t from a consumer who purchased from the same �rm i in

the �rst period than the pro�t from a consumer who purchased from the other �rm. We

call this pro�t di¤erence the rent from a locked-in consumer. When the discount factor

is large, because of this rent �rms tend to compete very aggressively in the �rst period

to attract consumers, which may induce them to charge even negative prices. However,

a direct implementation of a negative price may not be possible due to opportunistic

behavior of consumers and adverse selection (Farrell and Gallini, 1988, Amelio and Jullien,

2012 and Choi and Jeon, 2021, 2023). Then, the non-negative price constraint (NPC,

henceforth) may bind.

Even when the NPC binds, �rms can circumvent the NPC to some extent by tying

another (complementary) free service (called "freebies") together with the original service

(Amelio and Jullien, 2012) in the �rst period. Then, the utility that consumers enjoy from

freebies of a given dollar amount is likely to be smaller than the utility that consumers

obtain from direct monetary transfer of the same dollar amount. For this reason, we

introduce a parameter � 2 [0; 1] which represents the pass-through rate in the sense that
one dollar spent on freebies translates as � utility to consumers in dollar terms. This

framework of incomplete pass-through is general and includes two extreme cases analyzed

by Jeon, Menicucci and Nasr (2023) as special cases. More precisely, the case of � = 1

represents the complete pass-through and is equivalent to the case when the NPC does
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not apply. By contrast, the case of � = 0 represents no pass-through and is equivalent

to the case in which the NPC binds and the �rms cannot o¤er freebies. We uncover an

important role played by the pass-through rate and show that for an intermediate range

of pass-through rates, data portability increases both consumer surplus and �rms�pro�ts.

In order to provide an intuition for our result, it is necessary to further describe our

setting. We consider competition between two �rms (�rm A and �rm B) and assume that

in the second period, both �rms can make price discrimination based on which service

a consumer bought in the �rst period. In other words, in the second period there are

two markets: the market composed of the consumers who bought the service of �rm A in

period one and the market composed of the consumers who bough the service of �rm B

in period one. Note that as the switching cost increases, this softens competition in each

market in the second period.

When the NPC binds and the �rms cannot o¤er freebies, as the �rst period price is

�xed at zero, what matters is how data portability a¤ects the second-period competition.

As data portability reduces switching cost, it intensi�es competition in the second period.

Because of this competition-intensifying e¤ect, data portability increases consumer surplus

while reducing pro�ts.

When the NPC does not apply, competition for the rent from locked-in consumers

induces each �rm to compete aggressively and to reduce its �rst-period price �in order

to attract consumers �exactly by the amount of the rent. That is each �rm completely

dissipates the rent from consumer lock-in and its pro�t boils down to a constant, i.e.,

the duopoly pro�t in a static setting, plus the second period pro�t it obtains when all

consumers have purchased from the other �rm in period one. This rent-dissipation e¤ect

is the key driving force determining the e¤ect of data portability on consumer surplus. As

the switching cost increases, the rent from a locked-in consumer increases, which induces

the �rms to compete more aggressively in the �rst period. Conversely, data portability

reduces the switching cost and thus lowers the amount of dissipated rent, which reduces

consumer surplus in period one. Therefore there is a tension between the rent-dissipation

e¤ect in period one, which is negative, and the competition-intensifying e¤ect in period

two mentioned in the previous paragraph, which is positive. But the former e¤ect turns

out to be strong enough to dominate the latter, and as a result data portability has a

negative e¤ect on total consumer surplus. To understand the e¤ect on the �rms�pro�ts,

recall that even though each �rm completely dissipates the rent from consumer lock-in,
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each �rm realizes a static duopoly pro�t plus the second-period pro�t from poaching

consumers from the rival when it did not attract any consumer in the �rst period. The

latter pro�t increases when switching cost decreases because then it is easier to win over

consumers from a rival �rm; hence data portability increases the �rms�pro�ts.

Finally, consider the case of incomplete pass-through together with the binding NPC.

Note �rst that �rms o¤er freebies only if the pass-through rate � is not too small, oth-

erwise using freebies to attract consumers is not cost-e¤ective. When � is not too small,

data portability increases the �rms�pro�ts for the same reason given when the NPC does

not apply: each �rm�s pro�t is a constant plus the second-period pro�t from poaching

consumers from the rival, which decreases with the switching cost. Regarding the e¤ect

of data portability on consumer surplus, there is still a tension between the negative

rent dissipation e¤ect and the positive competition-intensifying e¤ect, but now the for-

mer e¤ect is proportional to �; hence its relevance is reduced when � is less than one.

In particular, if � is not too large then the rent dissipation e¤ect is dominated by the

competition-intensifying e¤ect and thus the net e¤ect of data portability on consumer

surplus is positive, unlike in the setting of the previous paragraph, which is equivalent

to the case of � = 1. The argument above suggests that data portability increases both

consumer surplus and pro�ts only when � is intermediate, because (i) � close to 0 makes

�rms not o¤er freebies, hence data portability lowers pro�ts as when the NPC binds and

there are no freebies; (ii) � close to 1 makes the negative rent dissipation e¤ect domi-

nate the competition-intensifying e¤ect, thus data portability lowers consumer surplus as

when the NPC does not apply. We establish the existence of an intermediate range of �

such that data portability increases both consumer surplus and pro�ts, which is our main

result.

Our result provides a strong support for data portability policy in the sense that

even if �rms can circumvent the non-negative pricing constraint by o¤ering freebies, data

portability increases consumer surplus as long as the pass-through rate is not very high.

This result should be very relevant to B2C markets. It can also matter to B2B markets

as long as market friction makes the non-negative pricing constraint binding and the

pass-through rate not high.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1.1 reviews the related literature. Section

2 describes the baseline model without data portability. Section 3 analyzes the second-

period price competition. Section 4 analyzes the �rst-period price competition. Section
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5 introduces data portability and analyzes its e¤ect on consumer surplus and pro�ts.

Section 6 provides concluding remarks with some policy implications. All the proofs are

gathered in Appendix.

1.1 Related literature

Although the current paper closely follows the modelling choices of Jeon, Menicucci and

Nasr (2023), there are several di¤erences. First, Jeon, Menicucci and Nasr (2023) consider

system competition (i.e., each �rm produces two complementary products which form a

system) and focus on �rms�decision to make the products (in)compatible. By contrast,

in the current paper each �rm produces a single service and hence there is no issue of

compatibility. Second, when analyzing data portability, Jeon, Menicucci and Nasr (2023)

consider only the two extreme cases of no pass-through and complete pass-through whereas

the current paper introduces incomplete pass-through which includes as special cases the

two extremes. As a consequence, Jeon, Menicucci and Nasr (2023) �nd that the sign

of the e¤ect of data portability on consumer surplus is always opposite to that of the

e¤ect on �rms�pro�ts whereas the current paper shows that for an intermediate range of

pass-through rates, data portability can raise both consumer surplus and pro�ts. Finally,

the current paper provides a microfoundation of the channel through which portability of

observed data reduces switching costs whereas there is no such microfoundation in Jeon,

Menicucci and Nasr (2023).

Regarding the burgeoning economic literature on data portability,1 Krämer and Stüdlein

(2019) and Lam and Liu (2020) consider a two-period model with switching in which an

incumbent faces an entrant in the second period. Both papers consider consumers�active

choices regarding how much data to provide, but obtain opposite results. Krämer and

Stüdlein (2019) consider �rms�choice in terms of data disclosure when users have privacy

cost and �nd that data portability induces the incumbent to raise the disclosure level and

hence users provide less data in the �rst period. By contrast, Lam and Liu (2020) consider

neither data disclosure nor privacy cost and �nd that the possibility of porting data to

1Gans (2018) proposes to expand data portability to identity portability to deal with data-driven entry
barrier for platforms like social media where users care about data provided by other users. Krämer (2019)
and OECD (2021) provide informal discussions of data portability policy. Ramos and Blid (2020) em-
pirically study the e¤ect of data portability on data-driven innovation responses (exploitation-innovation
and exploration-innovation) in the case of Spotify.
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an entrant induces consumers to provide more data to the incumbent as the value of data

is higher. This can in turn reduce switching as it increases the value of the incumbent�s

services based on big data analytics, which make use of inferred data that is not subject

to the portability obligation under the GDPR. We can understand the di¤erence between

the two papers by examining how data portability a¤ects switching cost. Data portability

eliminates switching cost in Krämer and Stüdlein (2019) and in the benchmark of no big

data analytics of Lam and Liu (2020). By contrast, data portability can increase switching

cost when the incumbent provides services based on big data analytics in Lam and Liu

(2020). Although their results are interesting, the forces generating the results are absent

in our model. First, we do not consider consumers�active choices regarding how much

data to provide as we focus on portability of observed data generated as a by-product of

their consumption activities. Second, as we consider two symmetric incumbents, there

is competition in both periods whereas the incumbent faces no competition in the �rst

period in their papers. This also implies that di¤erently from Lam and Liu (2020), asym-

metry in data analytic services does not exist in our model. Third, in our model there

exists a switching cost even if switching does not involve any reduction in service quality,

which generates a rent from consumer lock-in. Therefore, both �rms have an incentive

to compete aggressively in the �rst period to attract consumers, which makes the NPC

binding. Our novelty consists in studying the interaction between data portability and

the pass-through rate when the NPC binds.2

Our two-period model with behavior-based price discrimination is similar to two-period

models considered in the literature on poaching in the presence of switching costs (Chen,

1997) or in their absence (Fudenberg and Tirole, 2000).3 As our paper considers switching

costs, it is closer to Chen (1997) who studies a duopoly model with homogenous products

and heterogenous switching costs. Both Chen (1997) and Fudenberg and Tirole (2000)

compare the allocation under poaching with the one without poaching. The main dif-

2Giovannetti and Siciliani (2023) consider a one-period model in which an incumbent two-sided plat-
form faces competition from an entrant platform. Both platforms compete by choosing a membership fee
on each side and users single-home on each side. The incumbency advantage is modeled as a switching
cost, which is uniformly distributed over an interval starting from zero. As the upper bound of the
interval increases, the incumbency advantage is higher. They �nd that data portability which reduces
the upper bound has an unintended consequence as it makes the incumbent more aggressive and hence
reduces the market share of the entrant, making tipping more likely.

3Sha¤er and Zhang (2000) consider poaching in a static model with switching costs. They �nd that
when demand is symmetric, charging a lower price to a rival�s customers is always optimal. However,
when demand is asymmetric it may be more pro�table to charge a lower price to one�s own customers.
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ference between our paper and theirs is that we study imperfect pass-through when the

NPC binds and the data portability.

Our paper is also related to the large literature on switching costs.4 Our model is

very similar to that of Doganoglu (2010), which studies competition between two �rms

producing experience goods over an in�nite horizon with overlapping generations of con-

sumers. The utility of a consumer in our model is the same as that of a consumer in

Doganoglu (2010). However, Doganoglu (2010) does not consider poaching. To some ex-

tent, our model is similar to Somaini and Einav (2013), Rhodes (2014), Cabral (2016) and

Lam (2017), which assume that consumers�locations are independently and identically

distributed over an Hotelling line across periods. Our main contribution with respect to

the literature on switching cost is that we show that when the NPC binds, whether a

reduction in switching cost increases or reduces consumer surplus and pro�ts crucially

depends on the pass-through rate.

Although we consider neither two-sided platforms nor network e¤ects, data portability

is very relevant to platform markets which exhibit direct or indirect network e¤ects.

Hence, we below mention two recent papers which study endogenous switching costs in the

context of platform competition or in the presence of network e¤ects. Biglaiser, Crémer

and Veiga (2022) study incumbency advantage in the presence of network e¤ects. When

an incumbent faces an entrant, they �nd that incumbency advantage arises endogenously

as each user waits to switch until enough other users have switched. Tremblay (2019)

examines a two-period model in which an incumbent two-sided platform faces competition

from an entrant platform in the second period. He considers an endogenous switching cost

that arises from intraplatform carryover of the content purchased in the �rst period to

the second period. He �nds that because of this switching cost, the incumbent platform

lowers the �rst-period fee it charges on the content provider side while raising the second

period price on the consumer side.

2 The baseline model

We here present the baseline model; data portability is introduced in Section 5. There

are two competing �rms, i = A;B, each of which o¤ers an online service. The service

4See Farrell and Klemperer (2007) for a survey.
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o¤ered by �rm A (B) is called service A (B). We consider a two-period setting in which

consumers incur switching costs in the second period. We assume that each consumer

consumes one between the two services in each period as she obtains a high enough utility

from the services. We set the marginal cost of each service provision to zero as this is

typically the case for online-service �rms of which the major cost takes the form of �xed

costs.

We consider experience goods as Villas-Boas (2006) and Doganoglu (2010) do. In

the �rst period, each consumer has a cost of learning to use the service of her choice as

in Klemperer (1995). Precisely, each consumer is characterized by a location � 2 [0; 1]
which determines her learning cost: t� (t(1 � �)) is the learning cost for service A (for
service B), for some t > 0. The location � is uniformly distributed over [0; 1]. At the

beginning of period one, every consumer has the same expected valuation ve1 for each

service. Therefore, the �rst-period utility of a consumer located at � from purchasing

service A is ve1� pA1 � t�, where pA1 is the price for service A in period one; the �rst-period
utility from purchasing service B is ve1 � pB1 � t(1� �).
After a consumer uses service i in period one, she discovers her own second-period

valuation vi2 for service i with i = A;B; v
i
2 is a random draw from the uniform distribu-

tion with support [v; v], in which v > 0, with mean ve2 � (v + v)=2. We assume that the
distribution of the valuation is independent across di¤erent consumers and services. Con-

sider a consumer who bought service A in period one. Then she has learnt her valuation

vA2 . Her choice in period two is either to consume the same service and obtain v
A
2 , or to

switch to service B. In the latter case, her gross surplus is ve2 minus the switching cost

s > 0. We allow for the possibility that ve2 is di¤erent from v
e
1. We assume that each �rm

can engage in behaviour-based price discrimination to poach consumers: the price a �rm

charges to a consumer in period two can depend on the service she purchased in period

one. We assume that vet for t = 1; 2 is large enough to make the market fully covered.

Regarding the switching cost s, for simplicity we assume that the switching cost is

the same for all consumers. s includes psychological and transactional cost of switching

(Farrell and Klemperer, 2007). It also includes the cost of learning to use a di¤erent service

in the second period, which can be much smaller than the one in the �rst period as she

already learned to use a competing service. s also includes the cost of moving data, which

can be important for a large amount of data. In the context of data-based services, s

captures also the reduction in the quality of the service o¤ered by the �rm to which a
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consumer switches since the �rm has no access to her data generated while she was using

the rival�s service in period one. Therefore, data portability can reduce the switching

cost. In the baseline model, s is exogenously given, whereas in Section 5 we provide a

microfoundation for how data portability reduces s and analyze its e¤ects.

Suppose that a consumer who used service A in the �rst period switches to service B

in the second period. Then her second-period utility is given by:

ve2 � pB2 (A)� s;

where pi2(j) is the second-period price charged by �rm i to the consumers who bought ser-

vice j in the �rst period with i; j 2 fA;Bg. Our model is similar to Beggs and Klemperer
(1992), Klemperer (1995) and Doganoglu (2010) in that the Hotelling di¤erentiation is

assumed only in the �rst period.

All players have a common discount factor � > 0; � can be larger than one since

it represents the weight assigned to the second-period payo¤. All �rms have rational

expectations. Whether consumers are myopic or forward-looking does not matter in our

model. So we consider myopic consumers for our exposition. In fact, the principle from

Farrell and Klemperer (2007) that competition between non-myopic �rms makes buyer

myopia irrelevant applies to our model with symmetric �rms.

As is typical in two-period models with switching costs, we �nd that the �rms compete

�ercely in period one to build a customer base, which can be exploited in period two due to

the switching cost. This competition may lead to negative prices in period one, especially

when � is large as a large � increases the rent from a locked-in consumer and hence increases

the incentive to build a customer base. However, negative prices may be impractical due

to adverse selection and opportunistic behaviors by consumers. So we assume that the

�rms face a non-negative pricing constraint (NPC) in period one. Furthermore, we assume

that � is large enough that this NPC binds in period one; so both �rms �nd it optimal

to choose the �rst-period price equal to zero (i.e., pA1 = pB1 = 0). However, the �rms

can circumvent the NPC to some extent by tying another (complementary) free service

(called "freebies") together with the original service(s) (Amelio and Jullien, 2012). In

order to avoid attracting undesirable consumers, the tied service should generate more

value when it is used together with the original one such as free parking provided by

shopping malls. In the case of data-intensive services, the freebies can consist in free
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provision of data storage capacity. We consider that the tied free good is competitively

supplied and divisible like data storage capacity. As the freebies are likely to be less

e¢ cient than money in transferring utility from the �rms to consumers, we introduce an

exogenously given parameter � 2 [0; 1], which represents the pass-through rate in the

sense that one dollar spent on freebies translates as � utility to consumers in dollar terms.

The case of � = 1 represents the complete pass-through and is equivalent to the case when

the NPC does not apply. By contrast, the case of � = 0 represents no pass-through and

is equivalent to the case in which the NPC binds and the �rms cannot o¤er any freebies.

These two extreme cases have been analyzed by Jeon, Menicucci and Nasr (2023). We

use f i to denote the amount of freebies o¤ered by �rm i in period one, for i = A;B.

The timing of the game is as follows:

� Period 1: Each �rm i with i = A;B simultaneously and non-cooperatively chooses

its price pi1 and its amount of freebies f
i; then consumers make purchase decisions.

� Period 2: Each �rm i simultaneously and non-cooperatively chooses its prices pi2(i)

and pi2(j), distinguishing consumers who used service i in period 1 from those who

bought service j(6= i) in period 1, with i; j = A;B. Then consumers make purchase
decisions.

We introduce the following assumption to guarantee that a positive measure of con-

sumers switch in period two, that is if this assumption is violated then in period two each

consumer �nds it too costly to switch.

Assumption 1: s < 3
2
�v, where �v � v � v > 0.

In order to solve our two-period model, we �rst solve for the �rms� second-period

equilibrium behavior. We �nd that equilibrium prices and pro�ts are linearly homogenous

in �v. Therefore sometimes it is useful to normalize �v to 1, as the model with (�v; s)

is qualitatively equivalent to the one with (1; s=�v).

3 Second-period competition

In this section, we study the second-period competition to poach consumers. Consider the

market composed of the consumers who used service i with i = A;B in the �rst period.
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We call it market i. As both markets are alike, it is enough to analyze just one of them.

We normalize the total mass of consumers in market i to one.

In market i, because of the switching cost, �rm i has an advantage over �rm j (6= i)
with i; j = A;B and we call �rm i the "dominant" �rm and �rm j the "dominated" �rm.

Let p+2 (instead of p
i
2(i)) denote the price charged by the dominant �rm and p�2 (instead

of pj2(i)) the price charged by the dominated �rm. Likewise, let d
+
2 denote the demand

for the service of the dominant �rm and �+2 = p+2 d
+
2 its pro�t; d

�
2 and �

�
2 = p�2 d

�
2 are

similarly de�ned for the dominated �rm.

A consumer with valuation vi2 for service i is indi¤erent between buying again service

i and switching to service j if and only if

vi2 � p+2 = ve2 � p�2 � s: (1)

From (1) we obtain d+2 and d
�
2 and the equilibrium prices, p+�2 and p��2 , which maximize

p+2 d
+
2 and p

�
2 d

�
2 , respectively.

Lemma 1. Consider the second-period competition in market i composed of the consumers
who used service i with i = A;B in period one. We normalize the total mass of consumers

in market i to one. Under Assumption 1, there exists a unique equilibrium; the equilibrium

prices and pro�ts are given by:

p+�2 =
�v

2
+
s

3
; p��2 =

�v

2
� s
3
> 0;

�+�2 =
1

�v

�
�v

2
+
s

3

�2
; ���2 =

1

�v

�
�v

2
� s
3

�2
> 0:

For the analysis of data portability in Section 5, it is useful to note that an increase in

s reduces consumer surplus and increases the joint pro�t �+�2 (s)+ �
��
2 (s). As s increases,

the dominant �rm has more market power and raises its price, which softens competition

such that the sum of s and the dominated �rm�s price increases. Hence, both a con-

sumer�s payo¤ upon no switching and the one upon switching decrease with s, whereas

the competition-softening e¤ect raises the joint pro�t.

Corollary 1. In market i with i = A;B, as s increases, every consumer�s payo¤ strictly
decreases and the joint pro�t �+�2 + ���2 strictly increases.
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4 First-period competition

In this section, we study competition in period one when � is su¢ ciently large such that

the NPC binds in the �rst period, implying pA1 = pB1 = 0.5 Let f i denote the amount

of freebies o¤ered by �rm i in period one. Hence, given pA1 = pB1 = 0 and
�
fA; fB

�
,

the indi¤erence condition is �fA � t� = �fB � t(1 � �). We recall that � is uniformly
distributed over [0; 1]. Hence, the demand for service i in period one, denoted by di1, is

given as follows:

dA1 =
1

2
+
1

2t
�(fA � fB) (2)

and dB1 = 1� dA1 . Therefore �rm i�s total pro�t is given as follows:

�i = di1(�f i + ��+�2 ) + (1� di1)(����2 ); for i = A;B: (3)

Let f � represent the amount of freebies o¤ered by each �rm in a symmetric equilibrium.

The next proposition characterizes the equilibrium.

Proposition 1. Suppose that �
t
> 1

�+�2 ����2
holds. Then, the non-negative pricing con-

straint binds for both �rms in period one (i.e., pA1 = p
B
1 = 0). De�ne �̂ as �̂ � t

�(�+�2 ����2 )
2

(0; 1).

(i) When � � �̂, no �rm o¤ers freebies, that is f � = 0, and each �rm�s total pro�t is
�
2

�
�+�2 + ���2

�
and consumer surplus is ve1 � 1

4
t+ �(ve2 +

1
2
���2 � p+�2 ).

(ii) If instead � > �̂, then each �rm o¤ers freebies of amount equal to f � = �(�+�2 �
���2 ) � t

�
> 0, each �rm�s total pro�t is t

2�
+ ����2 and consumer surplus is ve1 � 5

4
t +

�
�
ve2 +

1
2
���2 � p+�2 + �(�+�2 � ���2 )

�
.

Proof. See the Appendix.

When the pass-through rate is smaller than �̂ 2 (0; 1), freebies are not cost-e¤ective
means to attract consumers. Hence no �rm o¤ers freebies and everything occurs as if the

NPC binds and freebies are not feasible. But if the pass-through rate is above �̂, then

both �rms o¤er freebies. As the pass-through rate � increases, �rms o¤er more freebies.

In what follows, we provide an intuition for the results described in Proposition 1 case by

case.
5The condition on � is given in Proposition 1.
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Consider �rst the extreme case of complete pass-through (i.e., � = 1). This situation is

equivalent to the one in which the NPC does not apply; basically, competition in freebies�
fA; fB

�
is the same as competition in prices

�
pA1 ; p

B
1

�
with pi1 = � f i. Then the amount

of freebies in Proposition 1(ii) is quite intuitive and can be explained as follows. If �rm i

attracts a consumer from the rival in the �rst period, its expected pro�t from the customer

in the second period is �+�2 . But if the customer stays with the rival, then �rm i�s expected

pro�t from that customer in the second period is ���2 . We call �
�
�+�2 � ���2

�
the rent from

a locked-in consumer. Each �rm dissipates this rent by giving away freebies such that

�f � = t� �(�+�2 � ���2 ), which is a standard equilibrium price in a Hotelling model when
the marginal cost of serving a consumer is equal to ��(�+�2 ����2 ). This also explains why
the NPC binds when t < �(�+�2 � ���2 ) as stated in Proposition 1. Therefore, each �rm�s
total pro�t is equal to t

2
+ ����2 , which is the sum of the standard Hotelling pro�t and

the second-period pro�t of a dominated �rm. ���2 represents the pro�t a �rm can make

in period two when it did not attract any consumer in period one. What is interesting is

that even if there is perfect competition in period one (i.e., t = 0), each �rm realizes a

positive pro�t of ����2 as ���2 > 0.

Consider now the other extreme case of no pass-through (i.e., � = 0). Then, each �rm

chooses f � = 0, which means that each �rm realizes zero pro�t in period one. Hence, each

�rm�s total pro�t is equal to its second-period pro�t, which is given by �
2

�
�+�2 + ���2

�
.

Proposition 1(i) shows that the same result is obtained when � � �̂.
Consider now the case of imperfect pass-through with � 2

�
�̂; 1
�
. Then, both �rms

o¤er freebies, dissipating the rent from locked-in consumers as when the NPC does not

apply. More precisely, the amount of freebies f � is equal to the rent �(�+�2 � ���2 ) minus
t=�. Therefore, as the pass-through rate � increases, �rms o¤er more freebies and hence

each �rm�s pro�t decreases with �.

Finally, it is immediate to see that consumer surplus in period one is given byZ 1
2

0

(ve1 + �f
� � t�)d� +

Z 1

1
2

(ve1 + �f
� � t(1� �))d�; (4)

and consumer surplus in period two is given by

Z ve2+p
+�
2 �p��2 �s

v

(ve2 � p��2 � s)dvi2 +
Z �v

ve2+p
+�
2 �p��2 �s

(vi2 � p+�2 )dvi2: (5)
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Hence the total consumer surplus is given by

CS = ve1 + �f
� � 1

4
t+ �(ve2 +

1

2
���2 � p+�2 ): (6)

By inserting f � from Proposition 1 into (6), we obtain the consumer surplus expressions

of Proposition 1. Note that as the pass-through rate � increases, the consumer surplus

weakly increases.

Therefore, we obtain the following corollary:

Corollary 2. Suppose that �
t
> 1

�+�2 ����2
holds. As the pass-through rate � increases, each

�rm�s total pro�t weakly decreases and consumer surplus weakly increases.

Remark 1. If each �rm can choose � 2 [0; 1] endogenously, each �rm will choose � = 1

as this maximizes the bene�t a consumer obtains from any given amount of freebies.

Therefore, the �rms face a prisoner�s dilemma: even if � = 0 (more generally, � 2
h
0; �̂
i
)

maximizes their pro�t, each �rm ends up choosing � = 1, which generates the lowest

pro�t.

5 Data portability

In this section, we introduce data portability into the baseline model and study how data

portability a¤ects consumer surplus and pro�ts. After providing some discussions about

data portability regulations, we provide a simple microfoundation which formally captures

how data portability reduces the switching cost s and analyze this microfounded model.

Data portability is expected to lower switching costs and thereby to enhance com-

petition among �rms.6 There are two di¤erent channels through which data portability

lowers switching costs. First, when the sheer volume of data to move is enormous, any

protocol which facilitates data portability should lower switching costs. This is relevant

to B2B services such as cloud computing. But it can apply to some B2C services since

for instance moving a large volume of pictures or emails without any portability protocol

can be extremely time-consuming. Second, in the context of services based on big data

6"Being able to port one�s data directly lowers the cost of moving from one service to another, which
in turn causes businesses to compete harder to keep those customers." (Stigler Committee on Digital
Platforms, 2019, p.88).
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analytics and arti�cial intelligence (AI), data portability can have the e¤ect of lowering

switching cost by enabling the �rm to which a consumer switches to provide higher quality

service. Our microfoundation will focus on the second channel.

Portability of personal data is mandated by the GDPR. The data act recently proposed

by the European Commission expands data portability to any data generated by use of

services regardless of whether the data is personal or not. Hence, the act expands data

portability to B2B services. World Economic Forum (2014) distinguishes personal data

into three categories: volunteered data, observed data and inferred data. �Volunteered

data� refer to data which is intentionally contributed by a user such as name, image,

review, post etc. �Observed data�refers to behavioral data obtained automatically from

a user�s activity such as location data and web browsing data. �Inferred data�is obtained

by transforming in a non-trivial manner volunteered and/or observed data while still

related to a speci�c individual. This includes a shopper�s pro�les resulting from clustering

algorithms or predictions about a person�s propensity to buy a service.7 Data portability

applies to volunteered data and is likely to extend to observed data but not to inferred

data (Crémer et al. (2019), p.81). According to Krämer (2020), "The right to data

portability can lower these switching costs by making the volunteered data and observed

data readily available in a �structured, commonly used, and machine-readable format�

(Article 20, GDPR) to the consumer, who can then pass it on to the new provider". In

the context of service based on data analytics and AI, volunteered data and observed data

are raw data to feed machine learning algorithm and therefore we expect that portability

of volunteered and observed data to lower switching costs as long as the �rm to which a

consumer switches can use the data to improve its service o¤ered to the consumer.

In our model, as we consider two incumbents with similar market shares, no portability

of inferred data is not a concern. More precisely, by the end of the �rst period, each

�rm has its inferred data such as consumer pro�les by processing the volunteered and

observed data of its �rst-period consumers. Then, when a consumer switches to a �rm,

the latter can use her volunteered and observed data ported from the rival in order to

identify the doppelgängers whose pro�les closely match that of the switching consumer

and use predictions about the identi�ed doppelgängers to provide personalized service

(Stephens-Davidowitz, 2017). By contrast, without data portability, a �rm cannot provide

7For more details about di¤erent categories of data, see the report on data from the Expert Group
for the Observatory on the Online Platform Economy (Rodriguez de las Heras Ballell et al., 2021).
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a personalized service to a switching consumer as it does not know her pro�le. Therefore,

data portability could signi�cantly lower the reduction in service quality that a switching

consumer su¤ers. We below provide a simple microfoundation which captures this idea

by focusing on the portability of observed data.

Suppose that the availability of observed data is crucial for a �rm to provide person-

alized service. For this reason, we assume that the �rms cannot provide any personalized

service in the beginning of period one as observed data is not available: ve1 captures the

expected utility when service is not personalized. By the end of the period one, by ap-

plying data analytics to the observed data, each �rm i can provide personalized service,

which is captured by vi2 distributed over [v; v] introduced in the baseline model; note that

consumer valuations for the personalized service are heterogenous. As personalized ser-

vice improves consumers�expected utility, we have ve2 > v
e
1 with �

e � ve2 � ve1 > 0. When
a consumer switches from one �rm to the other in period two, the latter can provide her

with personalized service only if her observed data is ported. Let s0 > 0 represent the

switching cost that a consumer has to incur even if the switching has no impact on the

quality of service. For instance, s0 includes psychological and transactional cost. Then, if

a consumer switches from �rm j to �rm i in period two, depending on data portability,

the expected utility of the consumer is given as follows:

ve1 � s0 � p�2 if there is no data portability,

ve2 � s0 � p�2 if there is data portability.

Now if we de�ne s as the switching cost that includes the reduction in service quality,

then data portability reduces the switching cost from s = s0 +�e to s0 by �e:

Recall that given s > 0, �̂(s) � t
�(�+�2 (s)����2 (s))

. Note that �̂(s��e) > �̂(s) as �+�2 (s)�
���2 (s) increases with s. The next proposition presents the e¤ect of data portability on

consumer surplus and pro�ts:

Proposition 2. Suppose that �̂(s � �e) < 1
2
holds. Then, the NPC binds regardless of

data portability. The e¤ects of data portability are as follows.

(i) For � � �̂(s), data portability reduces each �rm�s pro�t and increases consumer sur-
plus.

(ii) For � 2 (�̂(s � �e); 1
2
], data portability increases each �rm�s pro�t and consumer

surplus.
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(iii) For � � 3
4
, data portability increases each �rm�s pro�t and reduces consumer surplus.

Proof. See the Appendix.

The result in Proposition 2(i) is simple to see as the binding NPC implies that period

one prices are zero, which relaxes competition among �rms in period one with respect to

when the NPC does not apply �in such case period one prices and pro�ts are negative.

Since � is less than �̂(s), Proposition 1(i) applies and f � = 0, that is �rms do not o¤er

any freebies; hence the pro�t of each �rm in period one is zero and its total pro�t is given

by �
2
(�+�2 + ���2 ). Then data portability reduces each �rm�s pro�t since

�
2
(�+�2 + ���2 ) is

increasing in s by Corollary 1. Moreover, Corollary 1 also establishes that period two

consumer surplus in (5) decreases in s, whereas period one consumer surplus in (4) does

not depend on s since f � = 0; thus data portability increases total consumer surplus.

The result in Proposition 2(ii-iii) is similarly straightforward regarding the e¤ect of

data portability on �rms�pro�ts. As �̂(s��e) � �makes Proposition 1(ii) apply, after the
dissipation of the rent from locked-in consumers, each �rm�s pro�t is equal to t

2�
+ ����2 .

This pro�t decreases with s as the dominated �rm�s second-period pro�t, ���2 , decreases

with s. Notice that data portability also reduces the rent �(�+�2 � ���2 ) from a locked-in

consumer and thus reduces rent dissipation by each �rm by reducing freebies. However,

it is not this reduction that increases �rms�pro�ts but rather the fact that after rent

dissipation, each �rm is left with a pro�t given by the constant t
2�
plus � times ���2 , the

pro�t of a �rm which attracted no consumer in period one. Data portability increases

���2 as it facilitates switching.

By contrast, regarding the e¤ect of data portability on consumer surplus, no unam-

biguous conclusion is possible for � considered in Proposition 2(ii-iii). This is because CS

in (6) is the sum of (4) and (5), and (5) is decreasing in s by Corollary 1, whereas (4)

is increasing as � > �̂(s � �e) implies f � = �(�+�2 � ���2 ) � t
�
and the rent dissipation

�(�+�2 � ���2 ) is increasing in s. Therefore the reduction in s caused by data portability
generates a trade-o¤ between a negative rent-dissipation e¤ect in period one which re-

duces (4) (as the dissipated rent becomes smaller) and a positive competition-intensifying

e¤ect in period two which increases (5). In order to identify the sign of the net e¤ect, we

notice that the rent-dissipation e¤ect in (4) is proportionate to �, implying that � deter-

mines how CS varies as a function of s. Hence, the positive competition-intensifying e¤ect

dominates the negative rent-dissipation e¤ect if � is not large. Precisely, data portability
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increases consumer surplus if � � 1
2
[which explains Proposition 2(ii)], decreases consumer

surplus if � � 3
4
[which explains Proposition 2(iii)], whereas the e¤ect is ambiguous and

depends on the size of the reduction in s and the precise value of � when � is between 1
2

and 3
4
.

In summary, when �=t is high enough, data portability increases both pro�ts and

consumer surplus for an intermediate range of �. Precisely, � needs to be large enough to

incentivize the �rms to circumvent the NPC by using freebies, as then each �rm�s pro�t

depends on s only through ���2 . At the same time � should not be too large in order to

make the positive e¤ect on consumer surplus from intensifying competition in period two

dominate the negative e¤ect from reducing rent dissipation in period one.

6 Concluding remarks

When switching costs generate a rent from locked-in consumers, this induces �rms to

compete aggressively in order to attract consumers in the �rst place such that they may

want to charge negative initial prices. However, a negative price can be subject to con-

sumer opportunism and adverse selection, which may render it impractical. When the

non-negative pricing constraint binds, �rms can still o¤er freebies such as free data storage

capacity, which are tied to their services. Then, the utility that consumers enjoy from

freebies of a given dollar amount can be smaller than the utility that consumers obtain

from direct monetary transfer of the same dollar amount. In other words, freebies involve

incomplete pass-through of utility from �rms to consumers. In this paper, we studied the

e¤ect of data portability on consumer surplus and pro�ts in a framework of incomplete

pass-through, which captures the two extreme cases of no pass-through and complete

pass-through as special cases.

We �rst �nd that �rms o¤er freebies only if the pass-through rate is not too small;

otherwise, freebies are not cost-e¤ective means to transfer utility. As long as the pass-

through rate is high enough for �rms to o¤er freebies, �rms dissipate their rent from

consumer lock-in by o¤ering freebies of which the amount increases with the pass-through

rate. Then, data portability increases pro�ts. After dissipating the rents from consumer

lock-in, �rms still realize a pro�t in the second period that a �rm can obtain by poach-

ing consumers from the rival when it attracted no consumer in the �rst period. Data

portability raises this pro�t by facilitating switching.
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Second, we uncover two opposite e¤ects of data portability on consumer surplus: the

rent-dissipation e¤ect and the competition-intensifying e¤ect. The rent-dissipation ef-

fect is negative as data portability lowers the amount of rent dissipated before consumer

lock-in by reducing switching cost. By contrast, the competition-intensifying e¤ect is pos-

itive. Namely, data portability intensi�es competition after consumer lock-in by lowering

switching cost, which increases consumer surplus. As the e¤ect from the rent dissipation

on consumer surplus is proportionate to the pass-through rate, the positive competition-

intensifying e¤ect dominates the negative rent-dissipation e¤ect when the pass-through

rate is not large. Therefore, for an intermediate range of pass-through rates, data porta-

bility increases consumer surplus.

Our result provides a strong support for data portability policy in the sense that

even if �rms can circumvent the non-negative pricing constraint by o¤ering freebies, data

portability increases consumer surplus as long as the pass-through rate is not very high.

This result should be very relevant to B2C markets. It should also matter to B2B markets

as long as market friction makes the non-negative pricing constraint binding and the pass-

through rate not high.

Most policy makers have in mind the positive competition-intensifying e¤ect, which

applies to competition after consumer lock-in, and seem to neglect the rent-dissipation

e¤ect, which applies to competition before consumer lock-in. To understand well the e¤ect

of data portability on consumer surplus, it is essential to know the relative magnitude of

the e¤ect after consumer lock-in to the e¤ect before consumer lock-in. In this regard, it

would be interesting to explore other factors such as consumers�behavioral biases (such

as hyperbolic discounting) or overlapping consumer cohorts which a¤ect the trade-o¤

between the two e¤ects.
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9 Appendix

Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 are established in Jeon, Menicucci and Nasr (2023). Hence here

we provide only the proofs for Propositions 1 and 2.

Proof of Proposition 1
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Given the pro�t functions in (3), the �rst order condition for a symmetric (interior)

equilibrium, such that fA = fB = f , is

�

2t
(��+�2 � f)� 1

2
� �

2t
����2 = 0:

This equation has no positive solution with respect to f if � � �̂, and notice that �
t
>

1
�+�2 ����2

is equivalent to �̂ < 1. Conversely, if � > �̂ then f � = �(�+�2 � ���2 ) � t
�
is

positive and is the unique solution to the �rst order condition. It is standard to show

that no pro�table deviation exists. Hence the equilibrium value of fA = fB, denoted f �,

is �(�+�2 � ���2 )� t
�
if � > �̂, is 0 if � � �̂.

Taking into account that each �rm has a demand equal to 1
2
in equilibrium, we derive

each �rm�s equilibrium pro�t. Consumer surplus is obtained from (6).

Proof of Proposition 2

The proof is given in the main text after the statement of the proposition, except for

the monotonicity of consumer surplus with respect to s when f � = �(�+�2 � ���2 ) � t
�
.

In the latter case, from Proposition 1(ii) we see that CS = ve1 � 5
4
t + �(ve2 +

1
2
���2 �

p+�2 + �(�+�2 � ���2 )). From Lemma 1 we see the expressions of �+�2 ; �
��
2 ; p

+�
2 and obtain

CS = ve1 � 5
4
t+ �ve2 + �

�
2
3
�s� 3

8
�v � 1

2
s+ 1

18
s2

�v

�
. Hence dCS

ds
= 2

3
�
�
�� 3

4
+ s

6�v

�
and it

is immediate that dCS
ds
< 0 if � � 1

2
, since s < 3

2
�v by Assumption 1, and that dCS

ds
> 0 if

� � 3
4
:
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